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Kids love stuff that's gross. From the liquids, solids, and gases--especially the gases!--or their
own bodies to the creepy, crawly, slimy, slithery, fetid, and feculent phenomena in the world at
large, kids with a curious bent just can't get enough. Oh, Yuck! The Encyclopedia of Everything
Nasty brings together, in one book, all the good things about some of the baddest things on
Earth.Exhaustively researched and impeccably scientific, yet written with a lively lack of
earnestness, Oh, Yuck! is an ants to zits encyclopedic compendium covering people, animals,
insects, plants, foods, and more. Here are vampire bats, which sip blood and pee at the same
time so that they'll always be light enough to fly away; and slime eels, wreathed in mucus and
eating fellow fish from the inside out. Oh, Yuck! explains why vomit smells; where dandruff
comes from; what pus is all about; and why maggots adore rotting meant. Other features include
gross recipes, putrid projects, 10 foods that make you airborne, and more.With hundreds of
cartoon illustrations and real-life photographs, Oh, Yuck! is the complete guide to the irresistible--
at least to an 8-to-12 year old--underbelly of life.

From School Library JournalGr 4-8-Beginning with a warning that "this book is downright
disgusting," Masoff presents a delightful compendium of facts about things that are gross,
putrid, and stomach turning. Covering more than 50 topics from A to Z, she reveals the truth
about some unsavory mysteries of the human body, such as acne, body lint, eye gunk, farts,
halitosis, snot, and vomit. Odious creatures such as cockroaches, lice, maggots, rats, and slugs
are also discussed. Other subjects include "Cannibals," "Gross Grub," "Mucky Medicine," and
"Toilets." Ranging from a couple of paragraphs to several pages, the entries offer a great deal of
information in a hilarious tongue-in-cheek manner. The author also provides pronunciations and
definitions, historical perspectives, and advice on how to deal with each of her revolting topics.
Amusing cartoons and well-chosen, black-and-white photographs with humorous captions
support the text. A section of "X-Periments" (e.g., build an exploding pimple, mix a batch of
make-believe mucus) makes an appropriate conclusion to the book. Guaranteed to improve the
quality of the lunchtime chatter of all but the most squeamish, this delightful volume will be
enjoyed by fans of grossness everywhere.-Cynde Marcengill, Horry County Memorial Library,
Surfside Beach, SCCopyright 2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc.Review"...this delightful
volume will be enjoyed by fans of grossness everywhere." -- School Library Journal"EWWW...
For every kid who's ever wondered about burping, pus, slugs, vomit, and the like, we
recommend Oh, Yuck! -- Working Mother"Has a compendium of useful information for
teenagers... sort of like Dr. Spock meets South Park." -- MetroKids"This book is chock full of
educational entries covering subjects from insects to bodily secretions." -- Family Life New York,
NYFrom the Back CoverAll the best stuff about some of the worst stuff on earth.From the liquids,



solids and gases—especially the gases!—of the human body to the creepy, crawly, fetid, and
foul phenomena of the world at large, OH YUCK! is the all-encompassing compendium of
gross.Skin eruptions. Naked mole rats. The Donner party and the hissing roach of Madagascar,
maggot therapy, ear wax, the good news about pus, and why vomit smells.Plus raunchy recipes
and vile x-periments—Exploding Zit, Scab Surprise, and more.It's everything you ever wanted to
know about the yucky side of life.About the AuthorJoy Masoff, mother of two, fell into the world of
gross when she became scoutmaster to a den of burping Cub Scouts, and then discovered that
her Brownie troop has the same fascination with the feculent. She lives with her family in
Waccabac, New York.Read more
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Jessymoka, “Gross and Educational. Not only is this book gross, but it is very educational.I
bought it for my eight year old son. He likes to read... but only about things that interest him, my
purchasing this book was an attempt to get him to read more. When I gave him the book he was
thrilled just simply by the cover. He was busy for 2 hours after I initially gave it to, he was just
flipping through looking at all of the gross things he could read about.Last night before bed we
learned all about vomit, yes that's right... vomit. He thought he was just hearing about gross
things that interest boys BUT he was learning. We learned that the stomach is not what actually
makes us vomit, we learned that the Medula Oblengata is the part of the body resposible for this
disgusting stuff. We also learned that cows have 4 stomachs and the process that happens in
each of the four stomachs.Tonight we have already decided we are reading about Ticks, and
can't wait to see what the book has to sayParents, I actually had to yell at my son to put the book
down and get ready for school this morning!!!We are enjoying it very much, and I highly
recommend this book to any parent of a little boy (or girl). They will think they are just reading
about gross stuff, but you will know they are learning!!!”

linda breslow, “Must have!. This book is a must have for parents, teachers, anyone who has kids
in their lives. I've given this book to four young lads and all have given it five stars and so have
their parents. The book offers simple, easy to understand responses to the the simple but hard
to answer questions kids ask. It covers a large range of topics and offers short but concise,
simple, easily understood answers. Adults will find themselves getting answers to things they
have wondered about but were embarrassed to ask! I wish I had had the book when my son
was young. The book should be required reading for all teachers and should be in every
classroom librart. Would make a wonderful gift for educators and all kids, both boys and girls,
anyone. One boy I had given a copy of the book to got it out at a sleep over with five other boys.
Mom was astonished when the boys didn't watch videos or play video games but were up til all
hours reading aloud with frequent outbursts of laughter and outcries of "YUCK!" What could
offer a better endorsement?”

gwamma zooie, “He's having fun reading it, and learning, too.. I got this book for my son who is
12. He immediately started reading and laughed at various things. He flips through and finds
what interests him, and then reads it again to his cousins. While laughing about farts he has
read the anatomical names for the parts of the body that are involved about 5 times, and asked
me a few questions about diferent things. He's getting exposed to lots of science information
and having fun while doing it. I think he'll come back to a lot of this science later and have some
basic background that will help him learn in the future.”

Dana, “Gross- yes! Page turner- yes!. Like many, I bought this as a gift for my nephew. He is nine
years old and does not like to read. I figured that this would be just the thing he would devour



and I was right! Before wrapping it however, I had to read up on a few of the yucky things.The
book itself is pretty bland. The pages are not colorful and are in that wine green and white. The
content, however, makes up for it! You really don't want to put the book down even though it
grosses you out!I would recommend this for any boy ages 8 to 15. Maybe even more since I
myself enjoyed it.”

Linda Sue Richards, “For boys who like Yuck. I bought this book as a gift for a ten-year-old
grandson who prides him self on being a non-reader. He can read, he just doesn't want to. I was
even told by his mother not to bother with buying him books. I am pleased to say he loved it. Oh,
at first he groaned and put it aside, but eventually he picked it up and enjoyed reading about
slimey animals, yucky things you can make in the kitchen, plants than can make you itch, insects
that are cannibals, microscopic animals that live in your bed, and so forth. There are lots of
pictures and line drawings and cartoons. So, if you are targeting a similar audience, I highly
recommend this book.”

Jerilyn Taylor, “Even boys who do not like to read will want to pick this one up .... Being a mom of
boys, this is a must get book for them. Even boys who do not like to read will want to pick this
one up because of the topic! Our cousin introduced us to this book in North Carolina when we
were there on vacation and I added it to my Christmas shopping list when we got back.”

Christos, “An interesting book. The condition of the book was poor and not as advertised by the
seller but they credited me with no quibble.”

redhill writer, “Kids love it. My granddaughter loves it and I had to buy another copy for her aunt.
Enough said.”

AMANONE, “very good book. This is a very interesting and informative book, I bought it as a gift
and ended up keeping it myself, I really enjoyed reading the various info on the disgusting stuff
of life”

Colin, “Very disgusting.. Great!. Great book. My NIECE will love it, totally yukky. Kids will love it”

JcL, “Five Stars. Fun & Informitive,great book makes bogeys intresting.”

The book by Sally M. Walker has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 382 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 80 pages
Grade level: 3 - 7
Item Weight: 1.42 pounds
Dimensions: 8.56 x 0.56 x 10.88 inches
Paperback: 224 pages
Board book: 12 pages
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